A spin-echo resolved grazing incidence scattering setup for the neutron interrogation of buried nanostructures.
We present a dedicated experimental spin-echo resolved grazing incidence scattering (SERGIS) setup for the investigation of surfaces and thin films exhibiting large lateral length scales. This technique uses the neutron spin to encode one in-plane component of the wave-vector transfer in a grazing angle scattering experiment. Instead of the scattering angle, the depolarization of the scattered beam is measured. This allows one to achieve a very high in-plane momentum resolution without collimation of the incident neutron beam in the corresponding direction. SERGIS can therefore offer an alternative or complementary method to conventional grazing incidence neutron scattering experiments. We describe the experimental setup installed at the neutron sources ILL (Grenoble) and FRM II (Garching) and present data obtained with this setup on various samples exhibiting characteristic mesoscopic length scales in the range of several hundred nanometers. We also derive general formulas and error margins for the analysis and interpretation of SERGIS data and apply them to the cases of a one-dimensional structure and of an island morphology.